
$25,000 - 4 Highpoint, Newport Coast
MLS® #OC23090057

$25,000
4 Bedroom, 5.00 Bathroom, 4,088 sqft
Residential Lease on 0 Acres

Pienza (PRPZ), Newport Coast, 

FULLY FURNISHED Ocean View home is
situated behind private gates above the Pacific
Ocean and adjacent to thousands of acres of
dedicated open space. With it's premiere
cul-de-sac location, you are sure to get the
most out of this exclusive area of California.
While home is secluded, it is also within short
driving distance of various golf courses, a
selection of beaches and a number of exciting
attractions. The grounds boast views to the
canyons and down the hillside to the Ocean
view. A spectacular great room opens to the
gourmet kitchen, a statement in both form and
function. The kitchen includes custom
European cabinetry and slab Italian counter
tops. You will also find a lovely formal dining
area beneath a stunning two story ceiling.  The
master suite is both lavish and intimate
offering an oversized jetted oval tub, a
separate shower & a fireplace.  Newly
furnished home offers elegance and grace
within a supremely comfortable design
optimized for seamless indoor and outdoor
living. The community offers world-class
amenities including guarded entrance, multiple
parks, junior Olympic saltwater swimming pool,
spa, a barbeque, a gorgeous outdoor fireplace
and direct access to miles of beautiful hiking
trails of Pacific Ridge and the renowned
Crystal Cove Beach.

Built in 2004

Additional Information



City Newport Coast

County Orange

Zip 92657

MLS® # OC23090057

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 5

Square Ft 4,088

Lot Size 0.17

Neighborhood Pienza (PRPZ)

Levels Two

Garages 3

School District Newport Mesa Unified

HOA Dues $485

HOA Dues Freq. Monthly

Listing Details

Listing Agent Eva Kmeto

Provided By: Real Estate Ebroker Inc

Based on information from California Regional Multiple Listing Service, Inc. as of April 28th, 2024 at 6:10pm PDT. This
information is for your personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any purpose other than to identify
prospective properties you may be interested in purchasing. Display of MLS data is usually deemed reliable but is NOT
guaranteed accurate by the MLS. Buyers are responsible for verifying the accuracy of all information and should
investigate the data themselves or retain appropriate professionals. Information from sources other than the Listing
Agent may have been included in the MLS data. Unless otherwise specified in writing, Broker/Agent has not and will not
verify any information obtained from other sources. The Broker/Agent providing the information contained herein may or
may not have been the Listing and/or Selling Agent.


